


Jan van der Graaf, ROSEN Group, 
Switzerland, outlines the use of cleaning pigs 

to remove black dust and debris from gas 
transportation pipelines. 

A 204 km, 16 in. gas transportation pipeline suffered from a black dust 
problem ever since its commissioning in 2005. Although the system 
had undergone a regular cleaning and maintenance programme 
starting in 2014, in 2017 it was time for a reliable metal loss inline 

inspection (ILI) – and an additional cleaning campaign was needed to ensure 
its success. Of course, it had to be ascertained that the inspection data would 
meet the required quality standard, but just as important was that the MFL 
tool would pass the pipeline unhindered and without affecting operations.

Lead up to pre-inspection cleaning
Right from the start of operations in 2005, this particular pipeline system 
suffered continued arrival of dust at delivery to the power station and 
industrial consumers. In the following years, filter systems were upgraded to 
protect the users and the power station turbines.



In 2007, a pigging study on removing the black powder was 
performed by expert consultants. The objective of the study was 
to provide advice to the pipeline operator on the best option 
for pipeline cleaning methods. The report concluded that a 
progressive mechanical cleaning campaign using various types of 
pigs was the preferred option. Although both gel cleaning and 
chemical cleaning could have been an option to achieve similar 
goals, the high logistical effort, cost and inevitable interruption of 
the gas supply disqualified these as valid solutions.

In correlation with the extensive study, the dust was qualified 
as ‘black dust’ with a high magnetite content, likely resulting from 
the mill scale present at the pipe wall of the internally uncoated 
pipeline. At the time, the expert engineers speculated the 
quantity of dust to be removed could be between tens of tons to 
hundreds of tons.

However, not only was the shear amount of debris a concern 
to pigging experts, the known wear on cleaning tools in black 
dust pipelines also raised concerns about the associated risk 
of pigs becoming lodged in the pipeline – possibly affecting 
uninterrupted delivery. Seven years later, a regular pigging 
campaign for the removal of dust and regular maintenance finally 
commenced in 2014.

Over a three year period, up to autumn 2017, the operator 
performed 88 pig runs. 16 pig runs were performed in a three 
week period in an attempt to prepare the pipeline for the 
upcoming scheduled ILI programme. Throughout the campaign, 

the cleaning runs continued to bring 40 - 80 kg of sludgy dust 
into the receiver trap, which was not acceptable criteria for a 
successful ILI run. A high degree of pipeline cleanliness is an 
essential pre-condition for successful ILI runs. It is not just about 
the inspection tools passing the pipeline reliably, without risk of 
damage, loss of seal or even blockage; presence of debris would 
also compromise the quality of the data collected by the tool 
sensors and, ultimately, compromise the complete and accurate 
inspection report data that are an essential input to any integrity 
management system.

Need for efficiency
It was clear: the operator needed a more effective route. This 
meant going back to the basics. What exactly was the goal, and 
what were the parameters? 

First, the objective of the campaign had to be clearly 
defined. Meeting the criteria for a successful ILI survey was a 
necessity. In addition, the minimum bore of the pipeline needed 
to be confirmed, which could easily be solved by installing an 
aluminium gauge plate on the tool.

Second, the geometrical parameters of the pipeline were 
reviewed. With minor wall thickness variations along the pipeline 
route, full-bore valves installed and the absence of tight bends, 
there was only one elementary feature to be considered: the 
length of 204 km. Given the presence of abrasive black dust, the 
pipeline diameter and the absence of internal coating, this was 
very long. 

Third, operating conditions were essential for planning 
a cleaning campaign. Operating conditions are decisive to 
determining the configuration of pigs used to tackle any job. At 
approximately 70 bar operating pressure and an average velocity 
of 3 m/s, the conditions were favourable. The run times of each 
tool would be approximately 20 hrs. Moreover, in the given 
conditions, pigs with a bypass could be used to increase the 
transportation effect on the dust by blowing gas and debris in 
front of the pigs without risk of stalling.

After understanding all the parameters, assessing the solutions 
available and reviewing the well-documented pigging records 
of the runs previously performed by the pipeline operator, an 
aggressive mechanical cleaning campaign was proposed, with an 
estimated number of 20 pig runs. 

Accordingly, ROSEN Ultimate Clean tools were prepared to 
run in the high wear conditions with two main configurations:

 ) Aggressive scrapers to loosen debris from the pipe wall. 

 ) Bulldozer tools to mobilise the loosened debris downstream 
to the receiver trap at the end of the pipeline. 

The key component of the aggressive scraper tools are 
the descaling cups. Descaling cups are equipped with tungsten 
carbide tips mounted on studs, which are then mechanically 
mounted on stiff cups. Originally developed for the removal of 
inorganic scale and hard wax deposits, descaling cups are used in 
highly abrasive pipelines as well, even on ILI tools, as they have 
proven to be practically immune to wear. The tool configuration 
takes into account that the descaling cups are in contact with the 
pipe wall only with their descaling stud tips and, as a result, do 
not provide a complete seal (Figure 1).

Figure 1. Sample configuration of an aggressive descaling tool.

Figure 2. Ready to go – the aggressive descaling and bulldozer 
tools prior to mobilisation.
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The bulldozer tools, in turn, feature a high seal along the pipe 
wall and are supported by high density pencil brushes that have 
also demonstrated high wear resistance, effective removal of dust, 
and support centralisation of cleaning tools to assist the function 
of guiding discs.

The two configurations are intended to be run alternatingly; 
in previous projects, this has demonstrated to make for a highly 
effective cleaning campaign. Common features of the tools are 
the application of the spider nose bypass, magnets for collecting 

magnetic dust, spring-loaded 
brushes with a near-constant 
pre-load and provision for 
installation of electromagnetic 
transmitters (ITX) for tracking 
and locating purposes. The 
tools have also been designed 
to accommodate installation 
of the ROSEN pipeline data 
logger (PDL) instrument.

The PDL instrument 
records pipeline and pig 
parameters during the run of 
a cleaning tool. Among the 
parameters recorded, the 

differential pressure (DP) represents the propulsion force acting 
on the pig itself. The force comprises both the actual friction 
of the seals on the pipe wall and the possible friction of debris 
being pushed by the cleaning tool. It is valuable to note that in 
waxy pipelines, the DP recorded does not necessarily include the 
friction of a plug of debris in front of the pig.

Finally, review of the operator’s procedures confirmed 
compliance with industry standards, regulatory requirements and 
compliance with on-site HSE requirements. Procedures for safe 
disposal of the expected, possibly pyrophoric, dust were in place.

Step-by-step debris removal
Initially, the results of the cleaning campaign started in December 
2017 were not encouraging. Similar quantities of sludge 
were recovered in each run as during the previous operator’s 
maintenance pigging. It was not until a month later, after ROSEN 
had performed 24 runs, that the nature of the deposits collected 
from the receiver trap started to change in appearance. For the 
first time, a small amount of dry pyrophoric dust was received 
with the cleaning tool. This gradual change in material, specifically 
the appearance of dry dust, showed the effectiveness of the 
cleaning process. 

Figure 4 shows how the quantity of debris recovered (during 
the 46 pig runs) developed. Additional runs with the operator’s 
maintenance pigs were performed in-between, when awaiting 
mobilisation of additional wear parts. In the following runs, large 
quantities of dust were recovered, with a maximum of 625 kg in 
a single run. Eight consecutive runs each recovered more than 
200 kg of debris.

The PDL data recorded at different stages of the cleaning 
project provide an insight into the process of cleaning. In the 
early stages of the project, during Run 8, a generally rough 
differential pressure profile was recorded. Many small DP peaks 
occurred in between the valve stations, which can be clearly 
identified for reference in the DP (and acceleration sensor) 
charts (Figure 5). The differential pressure driving the tool never 
exceeded 1 bar, outside of valve stations. 

A second instrumented cleaning run was performed in Run 27, 
which happened to be the first run where over 200 kg of dust 
was recovered. Whereas the small DP spikes disappeared in 
general, large DP values above 2 bar were recorded in the final 
25 km (an estimation based on duration and average velocity) of 
the pipeline. Just one week later, on Run 31, 1600 kg of dust was 

Figure 3. Visual change in debris between the compacted sludge from Run 7 (left) and the dry 
dust recovered from Run 26 (right).

Figure 4. Kilograms of dust recovered by each of the 46 runs – 
visible progress.

Figure 5. Observing the progress of the campaign through 
comparing differential pressure profiles collected by pipeline 
data loggers in Runs 8, 27 and 31.
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removed between pig runs; the high DP recordings were reduced 
to about 1 bar. The area affected then was only the last 6 km 
of the pipeline, again based on duration and average velocity 
(Figure 5).

The instrumented cleaning pig runs helped to understand 
the mechanisms of an extensive dust removal pigging 
programme. It was observed that the transportation of such 
high volumes of debris is not achieved in a single run. Through 
the comparison of multiple instrumented cleaning runs, the 
progress of the campaign could be observed, and accumulation 
of dust and its removal was established. The cleaning pigs 
sometimes override portions of the debris that are then 
collected by the next tool. This behaviour prevents critical 
accumulations of debris in front of the tools and limits the 
output into the receiver and filter systems for a single run. 
This way, the debris is loosened and transported bit by bit in a 
reliable and regular procedure.

Altogether, after a total of 46 cleaning runs performed by 
ROSEN in less than four months, the quantity of dust recovered 
was down to 14 kg, meeting ROSEN’s acceptance criteria for 
both the geometry and metal loss ILI to follow. In addition, 
during the cleaning campaign, gauge plate runs confirmed 
there were no restrictions in the pipeline that could present an 
obstruction for running the ILI tools.

Both the geometry inspection and the combined MFL and XYZ 
mapping tool run provided excellent data as a basis for a detailed 
correlated geometry, metal loss and pipeline location report. The 
result was a set of information providing essential input for the 
integrity management of the assets.

It is important to realise that the success of both ILI tool 
runs can be attributed to a dedicated tool configuration. Both 
geometry and MFL tools were configured with a pull unit and a 
trailing inspection module equipped with descaling cups for the 
specific task of avoiding wear in the still challenging 16 in., 204 km 
long gas pipeline.

Conclusion
The cleaning of a gas pipeline and the removal of dust in 
preparation for a successful ILI campaign is a project in itself 
and should not be underestimated in scope and effort. A careful 
definition of the cleaning approach and commitment by both 
pipeline operator and service provider resulted in a successful 
cleaning campaign and ultimately high-quality inspection reports 
as input to the pipeline’s integrity management.

It is also very important to not only consider the cleaning 
tools themselves but also any additional technologies or 
instruments that could increase efficiency, which in this 
case included the regular application of instruments applied 
to cleaning tools during the process. The PDL data made it 
possible to detect that dust was accumulating near the end 
of the pipeline during the cleaning process and allowed for 
the removal of the accumulated dust prior to the start of the 
inspection pig runs.

The successful conclusion of the cleaning campaign enabled 
the collection of the required high quality of inspection data and 
reliable reporting as a basis for the integrity management of the 
pipeline. 
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